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In the congenitally blind, language processing involves visual areas. In the case of normal visual development
however, it remains unclear whether later visual loss induces interactions between the language and visual
areas. This study compared the resting-state functional connectivity (FC) of retinotopic and language areas in
two unique groups of late visually deprived subjects: (1) blind individuals suffering from retinitis pigmentosa
(RP), (2) RP subjects without a visual periphery but with preserved central “tunnel vision”, both of whom
were contrastedwith sighted controls. The results showed increased FC between Broca's area and the visually de-
prived areas in the peripheral V1 for individuals with tunnel vision, and both the peripheral and central V1 for
blind individuals. These findings suggest that FC can develop in the adult brain between the visual and language
systems in the completely and partially blind. These changes start in the deprived areas and increase in size
(involving both foveal and peripheral V1) and strength (from negative to positive FC) as the disease and sensory
deprivation progress. These observations support the claim that functional connectivity between remote systems
that perform completely different tasks can change in the adult brain in cases of total and even partial visual
deprivation.
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Introduction

Functionalmagnetic resonance imaging studies have shown that the
relationship between the language and visual areas varies depending on
the presence or absence of visual function. For instance, during an ab-
stract word recall task, sighted individuals exhibited strong visual area
deactivation alongside activation of language specific regions (Azulay
et al., 2009). In congenitally blind subjects, however, most groups
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have reported strong activation of the early visual cortex in addition
to the classical language areas (e.g. Broca's area) during both verbal
memory (Amedi et al., 2003; Azulay et al., 2009) and language-related
verb generation tasks (Amedi et al., 2003; Burton et al., 2002a, 2003).
Activations of visual areas also play a functional role in both semantic
memory and generation tasks, in that blind individuals showing strong
recruitment of V1 also demonstrated superior performance in such pro-
cesses (Amedi et al., 2003; Raz et al., 2005). Furthermore, language-
related early visual cortex activity was shown to make a key contribu-
tion to this task in congenitally blind but not in sighted individuals.
This is one of the very few examples of a causal relationship indicative
of cross-modal plasticity in the blind (Amedi et al., 2004). Bedny
et al.'s recent study using a variety of well-controlled language tasks
showed that activity in the visual (essentially left) areas actually
reflected complex language processing in the congenitally blind. They
suggested that there was a critical period for this recruitment, as no
such activation was found in the late blind (Bedny et al., 2011, 2012).
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Anatomically, the semantic processing of the occipital cortex is likely
supported by the inferior frontal–occipital fasciculus (IFOF), namely its
superficial layer and the posterior component of the deep layer
(Sarubbo et al., 2013). Congenitally but not late blind individuals exhibit
altered IFOF, decreased structural global connectivity efficiency and in-
creased local connectivity efficiency both in occipital and frontal lobes
(Li et al., 2013; Shu et al., 2009; Reislev et al., 2016). These structural
changes, together with the above mentioned functional and behavioral
data point to early absence of visual input altering brain structure to
serve specific tuned-up non-visual functions of occipital cortex. Do
only congenitally blind individuals develop this type of early visual cor-
tex recruitment for language and memory? Or can it also occur in the
late blind? This issue goes beyond the field of blindness to the wider
question of whether this processing can only occur during critical or
sensitive periods in childhood or whether some traces andmechanisms
for this ability are present even in the adult brain (Bavelier and Neville,
2002; Bedny et al., 2012; Sadato et al., 2002). This has implications for
rehabilitation, especially in the context of stroke since the loss of a spe-
cialized area requires another area to take over the missing function
(Pascual-Leone et al., 2005). It also remains unclearwhether visual dep-
rivation needs to be complete for such plasticity to emerge or whether
some changes can start even in the presence of residual vision
(Cunningham et al., 2015). Finally, little is known about the large-
scale anatomical and functional changes thatmight support such radical
brain plasticity.

The current literature provides somewhat conflicting observations
on these questions. Burton et al. (2002a, 2002b) found thatwhen listen-
ing towords, both congenitally and late blind subjects exhibited bilater-
al activation of the visual cortex regions in addition to language and
auditory areas (Burton et al., 2002a). By contrast, Bedny et al. (2012)
found that only the congenitally blind – and not the late blind – showed
an increased response in V1 to heard sentences as compared to back-
wards speech. They concluded that recruitment of the visual cortex for
language processing depends critically on the age of blindness onset
(Bedny et al., 2012). Thus, even in very recent research it remains un-
clear whether visual cortex activation by language is affected by previ-
ous visual experience in the blind. The picture in the effect of partial
blindness on adult brain plasticity and visual input is evenmore limited
and debated.

The analysis of resting-state functional connectivity constitutes a
rich, efficient approach to studying brain function, brain large-scale con-
nectivity and brain plasticity (Fox and Greicius, 2010; Guerra-Carrillo
et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2009) as illustrated in the human connectome
project (Hodge et al., 2016). These temporal correlationswere shown to
echo the co-activation between brain regions found in task-based fMRI
studies (Buckner et al., 2013; Dosenbach et al., 2007). Of course like any
method, rs-fMRI also has some limitations, which are discussed in depth
in the discussion (see Limitations and methodological considerations
section). Nevertheless, rs-fMRI is sensitive enough to detect interactions
between specific language regions such as Broca's area and the visual
cortex. Several teams found specific increased functional connectivity
between the inferior frontal triangular gyrus (part of BA 44, 45, 47) in-
cluding Broca's area and several occipital visual areas in the congenitally
blind as compared to sighted subjects (Liu et al., 2007; Heine et al.,
2015). Striem-Amit et al. (2015) recently studied the same type of pop-
ulation and found that central V1 was more tightly connected to lan-
guage areas whereas peripheral V1 was linked to spatial attention and
control networks in the congenitally blind as compared to a sighted
group (Striem-Amit et al., 2015). Butt et al. (2013) also analyzed the
brain resting-state in a heterogeneous population of blind subjects,
and suggested that long-range FC between Broca's area and V1 could
be explained by age at blindness onset; however, variability in visual
conditions (e.g. age onset of vision loss, cause of the disease, visual
field location of the scotoma before blindness) combined with the lim-
ited number of subjects in each condition constrained data interpreta-
tion (Butt et al., 2013). The type of condition has also been considered
by other authors (Bedny et al., 2012;Watkins et al., 2012), who have ar-
gued that retina versus optic nerve disorders or gradual versus sudden
loss of vision may differentially affect the reorganization of the visual
cortex.

Hence, analyzing the functional resting-state connectivity in visually
affected individuals categorized into clinically well-defined homoge-
neous groups in terms of the etiology of blindness might provide valu-
able indications whether partial or total late deprivation of vision
affects the functional links between Broca's area and the visual cortex.
The current work was conducted with clinically homogeneous groups
of subjects suffering from retinitis pigmentosa, a retinal degenerative
condition that causes particularly structured defects initially involving
the visual field periphery (and sparing the central “tunnel vision”
area), and eventually leading to complete blindness.

Beyond its theoretical contribution, this study has important clinical
implications. Late blind patients suffering from RP are the group most
expected to benefit from visual restoration such as retinal prosthesis
(Ayton et al., 2014; Stingl et al., 2013; Weiland and Humayun, 2014).
The existence of cross-modality plasticity mechanisms in RP subjects
has only been investigated in a few studies (Cunningham et al., 2015;
Masuda et al., 2010) using othermethodologies that the ones employed
here. Given that there is some evidence of maladaptive cross-modal
plasticity in deaf patients following cochlear implantation (Lee et al.,
2001; Striem-Amit et al., 2011a), there is a crucial need to better under-
stand the reorganization following progressive RP visual loss to over-
come this potential issue in the context of sight restoration.

The present study thus used brain resting-state to characterize the
functional connectivity between Broca's area and sub-regions of the vi-
sual cortex in: (1) individuals suffering from RP who still retain central
“tunnel vision” – the RP tunnel vision group; and (2) individuals with
more severe RP so that now there is not even tunnel vision, and visual
loss covers the entire visual field, leading to blindness (please note
that such patients might still occasionally have faint light perception
but zero form vision, as in advanced disease most individuals report
some visual fluctuation, described as “good days and bad days” (see
Heckenlively, 1988) – the RP blind group (3) sighted individuals - the
sighted control group. The following specific questions were explored:

(1) What is the pattern of functional connectivity between Broca's
area and visual areas in the sighted? Does this pattern show neg-
ative FC as might be predicted based on the deactivation (nega-
tive BOLD) in V1 to language and memory tasks (Azulay et al.,
2009)?

(2) Do Broca's and visual areas exhibit a different pattern of function-
al connectivity in the RP blind (e.g. reversal to positive FC)?

(3) What is the functional connectivity of these same regions for RP
tunnel vision subjects? Is a complete lack of visual input neces-
sary for the development of such changes?

(4) Does this pattern vary according to the topography of the visual
retinotopic areas; e.g. does the peripheral visual cortex show a
different pattern of connectivity than the foveal across groups,
as might be predicted by the fact that at the tunnel vision stage,
the disease affectsmore peripheral than central areas of the visu-
al field?

Materials and methods

Subjects and ethics

The sample was made up of 35 subjects divided into 3 groups. Sub-
jects were matched for age, and no subject had any reported neurolog-
ical or psychiatric antecedents (Table 1).

• 11 retinitis pigmentosa (RP) tunnel vision subjects (four women;
eight right-handed), presenting a residual central visual field limited
to a 10–20° diameter (as evaluated by Goldmann III/4 kinetic
perimetry), with a best-corrected visual acuity equal or superior to



Table 1
Subjects' clinical data. B: RP blind subjects, TV: RP tunnel vision subjects. S: sighted control subjects. N: Normal visual field, i.e. 130°–140° in horizontal diameter. Blindness duration: num-
ber of years since the subjects lost any form vision in all parts of their visual field but might still keep some bare light perception. BLP: Bare light perception. NLP: No light perception.

Subject Sex Age Cause of
blindness

Light
perception

Left eye visual
acuity (logmar)

Right eye visual
acuity (logmar)

Left eye visual field
diameter (°)

Right eye visual field
diameter (°)

Blindness
duration
(years)

Handedness Braille

B1 F 29 Retinitis pigmentosa NLP None None 0 0 8 R Yes
B2 F 57 Retinitis pigmentosa BLP None None 0 0 17 R Yes
B3 F 31 Retinitis pigmentosa BLP None None 0 0 10 R Yes
B4 H 62 Retinitis pigmentosa BLP None None 0 0 19 R Yes
B5 H 44 Retinitis pigmentosa BLP None None 0 0 14 R No
B6 H 56 Retinitis pigmentosa BLP None None 0 0 7 R Yes
B7 H 44 Retinitis pigmentosa BLP None None 0 0 4 R No
B8 F 60 Retinitis pigmentosa BLP None None 0 0 15 R Yes
B9 F 47 Retinitis pigmentosa BLP None None 0 0 12 R No
B10 H 59 Retinitis pigmentosa BLP None None 0 0 6 R No
B11 F 62 Retinitis pigmentosa BLP None None 0 0 6 R No
TV1 H 28 Retinitis pigmentosa – 0 0.15 15 15 – L/R No
TV2 H 55 Retinitis pigmentosa – 0 0.1 10 15 – R No
TV3 F 62 Retinitis pigmentosa – 0.3 0.2 10 10 – R No
TV4 H 62 Retinitis pigmentosa – 0.1 0.1 10 10 – R No
TV5 F 43 Retinitis pigmentosa – 0.1 0.1 15 15 – L No
TV6 H 60 Retinitis pigmentosa – 0.3 0.2 10 10 – L/R No
TV7 F 37 Retinitis pigmentosa – 0.3 0.3 12 12 – R No
TV8 H 29 Retinitis pigmentosa – 0.4 0.2 10 10 – R No
TV9 F 29 Retinitis pigmentosa – 0 0 15 15 – R No
TV10 H 59 Retinitis pigmentosa – 0.3 0.3 7 10 – R No
TV11 H 63 Retinitis pigmentosa – 0.5 0.6 20 20 – R No
S1 F 42 – – 0 0 N N – R No
S2 H 58 – – 0 0 N N – R/L No
S3 H 31 – – 0 0 N N – R No
S4 F 54 – – 0 0 N N – R No
S5 F 28 – – 0 0 N N – R No
S6 F 36 – – 0 0 N N – R No
S7 F 59 – – 0 0 N N – R No
S8 F 61 – – 0 0 N N – R No
S9 H 57 – – 0 0 N N – R No
S10 H 59 – – 0 0 N N – R No
S11 F 63 – – 0 0 N N – R No
S12 F 54 – – 0 0 N N – R No
S13 H 56 – – 0 0 N N – R No
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20/40 (measured by EDTRS charts). Ages ranged from 28 to 63 years
(mean: 47.9, median: 55.0). None read Braille.

• 11 RP blind subjects (six women; all right-handed), as defined by a
complete loss of the entire visual field that might be accompanied
by some form of bare light perception. Ages ranged from 29 to
62 years (mean: 50.1, median: 56). Six were Braille readers.

• 13 Sighted controls (eightwomen; 12 right-handed), with unremark-
able routine ophthalmological examinations (normal visual acuity
and visual field, as evaluated by Goldmann III/4 kinetic perimetry).
Ages ranged from 28 to 63 years (mean: 49.2, median: 54.0). None
read Braille.

The Ethics Committee (Comité de protection des personnes, Ile de
France V, and Agence Nationale de Sécurité du Médicament et des
Produits de Santé) approved the experimental protocol (number
12873), and all subjects gave their written informed consent (according
to the Declaration of Helsinki) before participating.

Functional imaging

fMRI was conducted on a whole-body 3T clinical imager (Sigma
Horizon) by using an 8-channel head coil. In each scanning sequence,
32 contiguous axial T2*-weighted gradient-echo echo-planar images
(TE/TR, 93/3000 ms; FOV, 240 × 240 mm; matrix, 64 × 64; voxel
size, 3.75 × 3.75 × 4 mm; thickness, 4 mm; interslice spacing, 0 mm;
NEX, 1) were recorded to encompass the entire brain. 180 volumes
were acquired including 4 “dummy” volumes obtained at the start of
the session. The scan durationwas 9.25min for the echo planar imaging
sequence. Off-line, T2*-weighted images were co-registered and over-
laid on the corresponding anatomic T1-weighted gradient-echo images
(TE/TR/flip angle, 3.9/9.5 ms/20°; FOV, 25.6 × 25.6 mm; matrix,
512 × 512; source voxel size, 1.2 × 0.5 × 0.5 × mm converted to
1 × 1 × 1 × mm; thickness, 1.2 × mm; interslice spacing, 1.2 × mm).
During the scan, subjects were supine in the magnetic resonance imag-
ing scanner and wore earplugs to compensate for the noisy environ-
ment. Subjects were instructed to keep their eyes closed. No explicit
task was required.

fMRI preprocessing

fMRI data were preprocessed using the BrainVoyager QX 2.8 soft-
ware package (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, Netherlands) and comple-
mentary software written in MATLAB R2009a (MathWorks, USA).
Preprocessing of functional scans included: slice-time correction, 3D
motion correction (no head motion exceeded 2 mm in any direction;
which means movements are maximum in the order of magnitude of
one functional voxel only as voxels size was: 3.75 × 3.75 × 4 mm) in
order to control and remove artifacts, band-pass filtering between
0.01 and 0.1 Hz to regress non-relevant frequencies (e.g. breathing,
pulse), voxel-to-voxel linear regression (Cole et al., 2010) of spurious
signal from the white matter and ventricles regions anatomically de-
fined for each subject, normalization in the Talairach coordinate system
in the volume (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988), and spatial smoothing
with a Gaussian filter kernel of 6 mm full-width-at-half-maximum.
We did not include global signal removing because of the potential in-
troduction of false negative correlations (see Murphy et al., 2009). For
the between groups comparison we tested and found no significant



Fig. 1.Within-group analysis of functional connectivity seeded from Broca's area. The maps are shown in fMRI full-slice view (neurological convention) for (A) Sighted controls, (B) RP
tunnel vision, (C) RP blind subjects. Colors depict the magnitude of the FC of Broca's area localizer and the rest of the brain: yellow-orange for positive FC and green-blue for negative
FC. X, Y, Z are in Talairach coordinates. In all groups, the inferior frontal Broca's area is functionally connected to the anterior cingulate, left supramarginal gyrus (e.g. Wernicke's area),
subcortical regions (e.g. bilateral insula, thalamus), superior temporal auditory regions and bilateral fronto-parietal regions. (A) The sighted control subjects show a strong negative FC
of Broca's area with major ventral and dorsal visual areas (i.e. along the calcarine sulcus/lingual, cuneus, inferior occipital, middle occipital, parahippocampal, restrosplenial, fusiform,
and inferior temporal gyri) and medial part of the superior frontal gyrus. (B) RP tunnel vision subjects show almost no negative FC of Broca's area with calcarine sulcus/cuneus but still
preserve a negative FC with the inferior occipital, middle occipital, lingual, parahippocampal, restrosplenial, fusiform, and inferior temporal gyri. (C) RP blind subjects show positive FC
of Broca's area with the calcarine sulcus/cuneus and lose almost all negative functional connectivity with the other extrastriate visual areas.
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difference (or even a trend) in the extent (mm) of head movement be-
tween the three groups (ANOVAs: p N 0.05 for each direction: X, Y, Z,
translations, X, Y, Z, rotations; see Supplementary Table. S1). These
data were confirmed by repeating the GLM analysis (see Seed ROI defi-
nition and analysis section) including the head movement predictors
(control analysis; see Supplementary Fig. S1). Including these move-
ment predictors in the GLM did not change the main results.

Seed ROI definition and analysis

For each subject, a seed region-of-interest (ROI) consisting of a 5mm-
radius sphere was located in Broca's area (BA45, pars triangularis;
Talairach coordinates: −39, 17, 11; see (Burton et al., 2002a; Sarubbo
et al., 2013)) which served to extract the blood-oxygen level-
dependent time-course of this region (Burton et al., 2003). The average
time-course for each subject was calculated, z-transformed and used as
individual predictors in a group random-effect analysis based on the
general linear model (GLM) (see Fig. 1; Friston et al., 1999). To establish
a contrast among groups, a between-subject random effect ANOVA
wasperformedwith a significance level of p b 0.05, corrected formultiple
comparisons using cluster-size thresholding (Forman et al., 1995; Goebel
et al., 2006; Striem-Amit et al., 2015) implemented in BrainVoyager
using the Monte Carlo simulation approach (see Figs. 2 and 3). This
method takes the data contiguity of neighboring voxels directly into
account and corrects for the false-positive rate of continuous clusters
(a set-level statistical inference correction; corrected to p b 0.05).

External functional localizers

External functional localizers were used to define the seed ROI from
visual localizers (left hemisphere foveal V1, peripheral V1). Each of
these localizers was extracted from a group of sighted controls and an-
alyzed in normalized Talairach space using a random effect GLM, which
enabled generalization of the findings to the population (see details
below; Friston et al., 1999).

To define the primary visual cortex seeds, 13 control subjects were
scanned in a standard phase-encoded retinotopic mapping procedure,
with ring (eccentricity mapping) and wedge (polar mapping) stimuli
to establish the visual retinotopic mapping (Engel et al., 1994; Sereno
et al., 1995; Striem-Amit et al., 2015; Wandell et al., 2007; Wandell
and Winawer, 2011) delivered during the two separate experiments.
The stimuli were projected via an LCD screen positioned over the
subject's forehead and watched through a tilted mirror. In Experiment
1 an annuluswas projected, expanding from 0° to 34° of the subject's vi-
sual field in 30 s, repeated 10 times. Experiment 2 included a wedge
with a polar angle of 22.5° that rotated around the fixation point, and
completed a cycle in 30 s repeated 20 times. Both the annulus in Exper-
iment 1 and thewedge in Experiment 2 contained a flickering (6Hz) ra-
dial checkerboard pattern with respect to standard retinotopic
procedures (Engel et al., 1994) for the mapping of field maps. In both
cases, there was a 30 s mute period before and after the visual stream
for baseline. Group phase analysis was conducted on the two experi-
ments as done in other studies from our group (Hertz and Amedi,
2010; Striem-Amit et al., 2011b) resulting in groupmaps of eccentricity
and anglemapping. Anglemappingwas then used to define the borders
of V1, and the two maps were used to segregate it according to eccen-
tricity (center or periphery of the visual field), laterality (left or right
parts of the visual field).

The external functional definition of the early visual cortex was fur-
ther used to calculate the within-subject correlation between Broca's
area and left posterior or anterior calcarine sulcus and cuneus (localizers
for the left fovea and the periphery of V1 respectively). Individual aver-
age time-courses from ROIs were sampled from each participant. The
Pearson correlation coefficient between the time-courses of the two
ROIs (within each subject) was calculated (see Fig. 4). ANOVA and
Sheffe post-hoc analyses were also performed to test for differences
between the groups (p b 0.05). Then, non-parametric Wilcoxon rank
sum tests were run on the same data to control for the effect of Braille
reading skills in segregated populations of RP blind subjects (see Sup-
plementary Table S2).

To evaluate the effect of age, blindness duration and Braille reading
skills (see Supplementary Table S2) on the FC between Broca's area
and the extrastriate areas of RP blind subjects, 5 mm-radius spheres
were defined according to the most significant foci exhibiting positive
FC at the within-group level (i.e. left inferior occipital gyrus, −24
−89 −18; left middle occipital gyrus −26 −89 4; left fusiform gyrus
−24 −62 −7; left parahippocampal gyrus −24 −39 −8; see Fig. 3).
Then, non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum and Pearson tests were per-
formed on the correlation coefficients of Broca's area and each of these
extrastriate regions in segregated populations of the RP blind subjects
(Braille reader vs. non-Braille readers; see Supplementary Table S2).

To summarize, the resting-state data were analyzed by several com-
plementary methods and levels. First, ROI-based seed functional con-
nectivity analysis was performed on the rs-fMRI data to investigate
the functional connectivity between the seeded Broca's area and the
rest of the brain within each group (see Fig. 1). Next, ANOVAs and
post-hoc tests were carried out to compare functional maps between
groups (see Figs. 2-4; Table 2). FC coefficients between specific ROIs
such as Broca's area and the anterior and posterior regions of the
calcarine sulcus were also calculated for each group (see Fig. 4).
ANOVAs and post-hoc tests were then performed on the mean z-score
correlation coefficients to compare the groups. Finally, non-parametric
Wilcoxon rank sum tests and Pearson tests were performed on the
level of correlation of Broca's area and both the striate and extrastriate
visual areas to control for the effects of age, duration of blindness and
Braille reading skills in RP blind subjects (see Supplementary Table S2).
Results

In all groups, the data showed that Broca's areawas functionally con-
nected to the anterior cingulate, left supramarginal gyrus (Wernicke's
area), the precentral gyrus (e.g. primary motor area), and the subcorti-
cal (e.g. bilateral insula, thalamus), auditory (e.g. A1) and fronto-
parietal regions (see Fig. 1).

In the sighted control within-group analysis, there was strong nega-
tive FC between Broca's area and early and high order visual areas as
well as the medial part of the superior frontal gyrus. These included
the major ventral and dorsal visual areas along the calcarine sulcus
(corresponding to Brodmann Area 17/Visual area V1 — Primary visual
cortex), cuneus, inferior occipital, lingual, parahippocampal, retrosplenial,
fusiform, and inferior temporal gyri (see Fig. 1A).

The RP tunnel vision within-group analysis revealed almost no
negative FC between Broca's area and the calcarine sulcus and cuneus
but still preserved negative FC with the inferior occipital, lingual,
parahippocampal, restrosplenial, fusiform, and inferior temporal gyri
(see Fig. 1B).

The RP blind group showed a complete reversal of the level of FC be-
tween Broca's area and the early visual cortex. The data showed positive
FC between Broca's area and the calcarine sulcus/cuneus, but almost all
the negative FC with other visual areas was lost (see Fig. 1C).

In the RP blind subjects compared to the sighted controls, between-
group analyses revealed a significantly increased level of FC between
Broca's area and parts of the calcarine sulcus, cuneus, lingual, left fusi-
form, left inferior occipital, left parahippocampal, left inferior temporal
and medial part of the superior frontal gyri (see Figs. 2A and 3A; for
Talairach coordinates of all the peaks for these contrasts see Table 2).

Increased FC between Broca's area and the anterior calcarine sulcus/
cuneus aswell as themedial part of the superior frontal gyruswas found
for the RP tunnel vision subjects compared to the sighted controls (see
Fig. 2B; for Talairach coordinates of all the peaks for these contrasts
see Table 2).



Fig. 2. Between-groups analysis of functional connectivity seeded from Broca's area (focus on calcarine sulcus/cuneus differences). The maps are shown in fMRI full-slice view
(neurological convention) for (A) RP blind subjects or (B) RP tunnel vision subjects compared to the sighted control subjects. Colors depict the magnitude of the difference between
groups of the FC of Broca's area localizer and the rest of the brain: yellow-orange for increased FC (away from zero) and green-blue for decreased FC (toward zero). X, Y, Z are
Talairach coordinates. (A) Increased functional connectivity was found in RP blind subjects compared to sighted control subjects between Broca's area and the calcarine sulcus
(Brodmann area 17) delineated in white as well as the cuneus, lingual, fusiform, inferior occipital, parahippocampal and medial part of the superior frontal gyri. (B) Increased
functional connectivity was found in RP tunnel vision subjects compared to the sighted control subjects between Broca's area and the anterior calcarine sulcus/Cuneus (Brodmann
areas 17–18) and the medial part of the superior frontal gyrus. As between-groups differences could result from positive or (and) negative functional connectivity at the group level,
we show the within-group maps for selected regions with a blow-up at the bottom of each figure. Yellow-orange and green-blue represent positive and negative functional
connectivity respectively with Broca's area for each group. S: sighted controls. TV: RP tunnel vision. FB: RP blind.
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Compared to the RP tunnel vision subjects, the RP blind subjects
showed increased FC between Broca's area and specific extrastriate
areas such as the left middle occipital, inferior occipital and para-
hippocampal gyri (see Fig. 3B, Table 2).
In terms of correlation coefficients between ROIs, there was a group
main effect for both the left anterior (ANOVA: F(2,32) = 13.6
p b 0.0001) and posterior (ANOVA: F(2,32) = 5.78 p b 0.01) calcarine
sulcus and Broca's area (see Fig. 4). Post-hoc tests showed (1) a



Fig. 3. Between-groups analysis of functional connectivity seeded from Broca's area (focus on extrastriate area differences). The maps are shown in fMRI full-slice view (neurological
convention) for RP blind subjects compared to (A) sighted control subjects or (B) RP tunnel vision subjects. Colors depict the magnitude of the difference between groups of the FC of
Broca's area localizer and the rest of the brain: yellow-orange for increased FC (away from zero) and green-blue for decreased FC (toward zero). X, Y, Z are Talairach coordinates.
(A) Increased functional connectivity was found in RP blind compared to the sighted control subjects between Broca's area and the left fusiform (FFG), parahippocampal (ParaH),
inferior (IOG) and middle (MOG) occipital gyri (delineated in black). (B) Increased functional connectivity was found in RP blind subjects compared to RP tunnel vision subjects
between Broca's area and the parahippocampal, inferior and middle occipital gyri (delineated in black). As between-groups differences could result from positive or (and) negative
functional connectivity at the group level, we show the within-group maps for selected regions with a blow-up at the bottom of each figure. Yellow-orange and green-blue represent
positive and negative functional connectivity respectively with Broca's area for each group. S: sighted controls. TV: RP tunnel vision. FB: RP blind.
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Fig. 4. Correlations between Broca's area and specific parts of the calcarine sulcus across populations (RP blind, RP tunnel vision, sighted control subjects). Correlations (R2 Pearson test;
mean z-score) of Broca's areawith (A) left anterior or (B) left posterior calcarine sulcuswas calculated for each group. Bars indicate between-subject standard error. (A) Therewas a group
main effect for the correlation between the left anterior calcarine sulcus and Broca's area (ANOVA: F(2,32) = 13.59 p b 0.0001). Post-hoc tests (Scheffe) revealed significant differences
between the RP blind and sighted control subjects' correlation coefficients (** p b 0.01), and between RP tunnel vision and sighted control subjects (* p b 0.05). (B) Therewas amain effect
for the correlation between the groups for the left posterior calcarine sulcus and Broca's area (ANOVA: F(2,32) = 5.78 p b 0.01). Post-hoc tests (Scheffe) only revealed significant
differences between the RP blind and the sighted control correlation coefficients (** p b 0.01). For each group, mean R2 coefficients before Z transformation are mentioned.
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statistically significant difference for both the anterior and posterior re-
gions of the calcarine sulcus and Broca's area between the RP blind and
the sighted control subjects (p b 0.01; see Fig. 4A–B), and (2) a statisti-
cally significant difference solely for the anterior regions of the calcarine
sulcus and Broca's area in the RP tunnel vision subjects and the sighted
controls (p b 0.05; see Fig. 4A).

In the RP blind subjects, Pearson tests revealed no effect for age or
blindness duration on the FC between Broca's area and the anterior
calcarine sulcus/cuneus (age: R(9) = 0.32 p N 0.05; blindness duration:
R(9) = 0.24 p N 0.05), posterior calcarine sulcus/cuneus (age: R(9) =
0.49 p N 0.05; blindness duration: R(9)=−0.14 p N 0.05), left inferior oc-
cipital gyrus (age: R(9) =−0.024 p N 0.05; blindness duration: R(9) =
0.18 p N 0.05), left fusiform gyrus (age: R(9) = 0.51 p N 0.05; blindness
duration: R(9) = 0.094 p N 0.05), and left parahippocampal gyrus (age:
R(9) = 0.23 p N 0.05; blindness duration: R(9) =−0.12 p N 0.05).

Discussion

In this rs-fMRI study, we explored the FC between Broca's area
(BA45, pars triangularis of the inferior frontal gyrus) and visual areas
in sighted subjects as well as in two groups of subjects suffering from
late onset retinitis pigmentosa (RP), one with tunnel vision (partial
blind) and the other RP blind (covering the entire visual field). These
groups exhibited negative, null and positive FC patterns respectively
(see Fig. 1). Furthermore, in comparison to the sighted controls, both
groups of RP subjects presented increased FC between Broca's area
and regions of the calcarine sulcus and cuneus that are specifically de-
prived according to the evolution of their condition (i.e. the anterior
part (peripheral V1) for the RP tunnel vision subjects, and both anterior
and posterior part of V1 for the RP blind subjects; see Figs. 2 and 4,
Table 2). Finally, compared to both the sighted control and theRP tunnel
vision subjects, the RP blind showed increased FC between Broca's area
and specific extrastriate areas including the left parahippocampal, fusi-
form, inferior and middle occipital gyri (see Fig. 3, Table 2).

Negative functional connectivity between Broca's area and visual areas in
the sighted control group

Several studies support the claim that negative correlations reflect a
true reduction in neuronal processing (Behzadi et al., 2007; Chai et al.,
2014; Fox et al., 2005; Guerra-Carrillo et al., 2014; Logothetis et al.,
2009; Shmuel et al., 2002, 2006; Shulman et al., 1997; Zeharia et al.,
2012).

In the current study, Broca's area in the sighted control group exhib-
ited strong negative FC with the entire calcarine sulcus/cuneus (i.e. V1)
and both the ventral anddorsal extrastriate visual areas. This is in agree-
mentwith a fMRI studywhich reported that in a verbalmemory retriev-
al task, sighted subjects showed activation of classical language areas
(including Broca's area) coupled with strong deactivation of visual
areas including V1 calcarine sulcus and cuneus (Azulay et al., 2009).
These study argued that a balance between activation and deactivation
is required to filter out irrelevant information and enable an attentional
focus on internal representations. This may imply that the negative FC
we observed between language/control at rest (i.e. the intrinsic system)
and visual (i.e. the extrinsic system) networks could reflect a functional
competition that prevents visual inputs from disturbing language pro-
cessing (for reviews of extrinsic and intrinsic systems see (Fox et al.,
2005; Golland et al., 2007, 2008)). Broca's area in the sighted control
group also showed negative FC with the medial part of the superior
frontal gyrus.We assume based on its anatomical location (talairach co-
ordinates:−1, 47,−4; see Fox et al., 2005), that it is part of the default-
mode network. In healthy subjects, default-mode network regions are
well known to be deactivated in a set of functional tasks (e.g. language),
and activated in rest conditions, andwould contribute to the emergence
of spontaneous inner-oriented thoughts (Greicius et al., 2003; Raichle
et al., 2001).

Differences in Broca's area functional connectivity to the calcarine sulcus/
cuneus in the three groups

The results help clarify whether the pattern of connectivity can help
to support language recruitment in visual areas in subjects with late vi-
sual deficits or partial visual deficits like tunnel vision. Burton et al. ar-
gued that recruitment can occur in both early and late blind subjects,
and that it may be related to the learning of Braille reading (Burton
et al., 2002a). More recently, Bedny et al. (2012) only found language-
related activation of V1 in early but not in late blind participants
(Bedny et al., 2012). They argued that the V1 activation observed in
the late blind in previous studies reflects attention or preparationmech-
anisms and concluded that the recruitment of the visual cortex for



Table 2
Peaks of functional connectivity differences between groups (seed region-of-interest: Broca's area). Peaks X, Y, Z: Talairach coordinates. P values corrected for multiple comparisons. LH:
Left hemisphere. RH: Right hemisphere. BA: Brodmann areas.

Contrast peaks Peak X Peak Y Peak Z t value p value BA

RP blind N Sighted control
LH Anterior calcarine sulcus/cuneus −2 −71 9 5.58 0.000 17
LH Posterior calcarine sulcus/lingual gyrus −4 −83 −12 4.13 0.000 18
LH Inferior occiptal gyrus −28 −89 −18 4.05 0.000 18
LH Middle/inferior occipital gyrus −31 −86 −3 3.80 0.001 18
LH Fusiform gyrus −25 −62 −9 4.57 0.000 37
LH Parahippocampal gyrus −31 −38 −9 5.18 0.000 37
LH Inferior temporal gyrus −52 −14 −18 4.61 0.000 38
LH Anterior cingulate/medial part of the superior frontal gyrus −13 37 18 5.49 0.000 24/10
RH Anterior calcarine sulcus/cuneus 2 −71 9 6.30 0.000 17
RH Posterior calcarine sulcus/cuneus 8 −89 0 2.84 0.008 17
RH Inferior temporal gyrus 23 1 −33 3.15 0.004 38
Medial part of the superior frontal gyrus 2 46 33 5.06 0.000 9

Sighted control N RP blind
LH Postcentral gyrus −25 −32 63 −4.46 0.000 5
LH Precentral gyrus −7 −17 60 −3.87 0.001 4
RH Superior parietal lobe 17 −50 45 −5.66 0.000 7
RH Supramarginal gyrus 53 −32 39 −4.85 0.000 40
RH Cingulate gyrus 14 −35 30 −3.07 0.004 31
RH Precentral gyrus 14 −17 63 −4.41 0.000 4
RH Middle frontal gyrus 35 34 30 −3.98 0.000 9
RH Inferior frontal gyrus 53 1 18 −3.10 0.004 6
RH Superior temporal gyrus 38 −38 15 −4.03 0.000 39
RH Insula 29 1 15 −4.00 0.000 -
RH Thalamus 20 −17 18 −3.40 0.002 -

RP tunnel vision N Sighted control
LH Anterior calcarine sulcus/cuneus −4 −71 9 4.70 0.000 17
LH Anterior cingulate −13 22 21 2.57 0.015 24
LH Superior frontal gyrus −13 31 30 3.71 0.001 9
RH Anterior calcarine sulcus/cuneus 2 −68 9 4.12 0.000 17
RH Lingual gyrus 8 −65 9 3.91 0.000 17
Medial part of the superior frontal gyrus 11 49 21 3.06 0.004 10

Sighted control N RP tunnel vision
RH Superior parietal lobe 30 −47 51 −2.50 0.018 7
RH Supramarginal gyrus 47 −35 30 −3.32 0.002 40

RP blind N RP tunnel vision
LH Middle occipital gyrus −28 −86 0 4.04 0.000 17
LH Inferior occipital gyrus −28 −89 −18 5.18 0.000 18
LH Parahippocampal gyrus −28 −41 −6 3.22 0.003 37

RP tunnel vision N RP blind
LH Precuneus −19 −26 33 −3.38 0.002 24
RH Superior parietal cortex 17 −47 45 −4.38 0.000 7
RH Primary motor cortex 23 −20 45 −3.04 0.005 4
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language processing depends on the age of blindness onset (Bedny
et al., 2012).

In the current study, the RP blind group exhibited positive Broca's
area FC with parts of the calcarine sulcus/cuneus and increased FC of
the same regions compared to the sighted controls (see Figs. 1C–2A),
which completely reversed the picture of resting state functional con-
nectivity found in the sighted. In the RP blind subjects, the entire visual
field is lost, which is probably why the FC to Broca's area stretched from
the anterior to the posterior deprived regions of the calcarine sulcus/
cuneus (corresponding to early visual areas). However, no evidence
for a FC difference was found between Broca's area and regions impli-
cated in attentional mechanisms between groups. In contrast to the hy-
pothesis put forward by Bedny et al. (2012), we suggest that our results
might support the recruitment of the early visual areas by the language
system, even in blind subjects with previous visual experience, or at
least, that the basis for such recruitment emerges from the resting-
state functional connectivity pattern. On the other hand, our data do
not support the notion that this recruitment is tightly linked to the ac-
quisition of Braille reading skills (Burton et al., 2002a, 2002b;
Cunningham et al., 2015) since we did not find significant differences
between Braille and non-Braille readers within the RP blind group
(see Supplementary Table S2). Thus, the functional relevance of this
connectivity still remains unclear. We also evaluated the effect of age
and blindness duration, and found no correlation with the FC between
Broca and V1. Overall, these data suggest that there is no critical age
for developing functional connectivity between Broca's area and early
visual areas or for the complete reversal of their sign from negative FC
in the sighted to positive in RP complete late blindness.

The data for the RP tunnel vision subjects were generally consistent
with what was found for the RP blind in the sense that they support the
hypothesis that recruitment for language processing is specific to visu-
ally deprived regions. They also demonstrate that these processes can-
not only occur in the blind but also in subjects with residual visual
function.

The RP tunnel vision subjects showed a slight negative FC of Broca's
area with the calcarine sulcus/cuneus (Brodmann area 17; see Fig. 1).
However, when compared to the sighted subjects, the RP tunnel vision
subjects presented increased FC between Broca's area and specific visu-
ally deprived regions (i.e., the anterior but not the posterior part of the
calcarine sulcus/cuneus; see Figs. 2 and 4).

In sighted individuals, the anterior and posterior parts of the
calcarine sulcus/cuneus code for peripheral and foveal representations
of the visual field respectively (Sereno et al., 1995). In the RP tunnel vi-
sion subjects, however, the peripheral representation of the visual field
is lost whereas the foveal field is preserved (Kalloniatis and Fletcher,
2004). Based on the inter-modality competition hypothesis (Azulay
et al., 2009), and given the intra-group null FC for the tunnel vision
group, in conjunction with their increased FC compared to the sighted,
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we suggest that the language network develops functional connectivity
with the sensory deprived early visual cortex and that this connectivity
is limited by the remaining foveal vision input. Furthermore, the selec-
tive changes observed in the anterior V1 may be related to function re-
allocation facilitated by the putative cross-modal abilities of this area
(Eckert et al., 2008; Falchier et al., 2002; Wandell and Smirnakis,
2009). It would be worthwhile comparing RP tunnel vision subjects
with other clinical conditions in which patients present with central vi-
sion loss (e.g. age-related macular degeneration, Stargardt disease) to
test whether the posterior/foveal regions of V1 are also functionally
connected to the language network.

Thus overall, these findings suggest that (1) dramatic changes occur
in functional connectivity between the language and early visual areas
of the adult brain that change the sign of the FC from negative to posi-
tive; (2) these changes occur even in a partial visual defect condition,
though to a lesser extent; and (3) these changes presumably depend
on the topography of the functionally deprived areas.

Differences in Broca's area functional connectivity to extrastriate areas in
the three groups

RP blind subjects also exhibited increased FC between Broca's area
and a set of extrastriate regions as compared to both RP tunnel vision
and sighted subjects (see Fig. 3, Table 2) but not with the lateral occip-
ital regions. Most of these regions have been identified in verb genera-
tion tasks on the late blind (Burton et al., 2002a, 2003). It was
suggested that multisensory regions transfer language functions to tac-
tile or auditory stimuli. Our results challenge this explanation for two
main reasons: (1)wedid notfindany significant functional connectivity
changes between Broca's area and these regions in Braille as compared
to non-Braille readers (see Supplementary Table S2); (2) we did not
find any significant difference in functional connectivity between the
auditory and extrastriate visual areas across groups, aswould be expect-
ed according to the auditory cross-modality hypothesis (Burton et al.,
2002a).

These extrastriate visual areas have also been identified in verbal
and semantic retrieval task studies in the congenitally blind (Amedi
et al., 2003; Azulay et al., 2009; Noppeney et al., 2003; Raz et al.,
2005). Hence increased FC between Broca's area and these extrastriate
regions may reflect the lifting of inhibition of the visual association cor-
tex to process verbal memory and semantic information. Nevertheless,
the specific differences between the functional connectivity of these re-
gions in RP blind compared to the RP tunnel vision subjects support the
idea that complete vision loss is required for such changes to occur.

Preserved functional connectivity between Broca's area and the rest of the
brain in the three groups

In all three groups, we identified regions that are regularly activated
in functional language tasks and also belong to several intrinsically con-
nected networks such as the language network (Bookheimer, 2002;
Hagoort, 2005; Hampson et al., 2002; Johnson and Ojemann, 2000;
Price, 2010; Yetkin et al., 1995) and the executive control network
(Doucet et al., 2011; Spreng et al., 2010; Sundermann and Pfleiderer,
2012; Vincent et al., 2008). These findings suggest that functional con-
nectivity is useful in delineating networks for a given function, including
language, andmay imply that beyond the changes between Broca's and
visual areas, the rest of the network is well preserved in cases of visual
deprivation.

No sensitive period for the development of cross-modal plasticity at least as
reflected by the rs-fMRI data

The massive changes observed in functional connectivity between
language and visual areas in the late blind support the notion that
some level of reorganization even in the calcarine sulcus/V1 can occur
in the adult brain. This change in connectivity was gradual and quite
dramatic in term of the distance between these areas and the different
functions they support. The fact that the tunnel vision subjects exhibited
an intermediate pattern reinforces this idea and further suggests that it
occurs not only after complete visual deprivation, but also in the context
of partial visual loss. These observations strengthen arguments from the
field of stroke rehabilitation where musical stimulation (Särkämö et al.,
2008) as well as noninvasive stimulation devices (Di Pino et al., 2014)
enhanced recovery in aphasia, probably by influencing theway informa-
tion is processed in alternative networks. Taken together, these data
imply that following input loss or damage to a certain network, the
adult brain preserves the ability to functionally connect with other net-
works and to potentially optimize their performance. Nevertheless, the
challenge of selecting the appropriateway to harness this functional con-
nectivity for optimal behavioral recovery in such clinical conditions as
stroke or visual restoration via retinal prostheses is still to be addressed.
It is also not clear whether these changes are compensatory in nature or
whether they simply underlie connections in the adult brain and furnish
the ‘raw material’ for task-related compensatory plasticity.

Limitations and methodological considerations

Rs-fMRI is an invaluable sensitive tool to detect changes in brain
connectivity (Fox and Greicius, 2010; Guerra-Carrillo et al., 2014;
Smith et al., 2009). However, it should be mentioned that this method
is subject to reliability problems induced by movement (a main con-
found) but also by mind wandering, or wakefulness state (Caceres
et al., 2009; Tagliazucchi et al., 2012; van Dijk et al., 2012). This is why
we took extrameasures in order to control for headmovement and ver-
ify that there was no significant difference in headmovements between
the groups. In our study, this method allowed us to delineate regions
that are classically activated in functional language tasks and also be-
long to the intrinsic language network (Bookheimer, 2002; Hagoort,
2005; Hampson et al., 2002; Johnson and Ojemann, 2000; Price, 2010;
Yetkin et al., 1995) supporting that our analysis is valid. Moreover, it
allowed the identification of specific functional connectivity between
Broca's area and V1. This result points toward probable plastic changes
induced by visual loss. However, our approach does not allow a direct
inference about the role of the increased FC between Broca's area and
V1. Other approaches, such as language task-based fMRI (Burton et al.,
2002a, 2003; Bedny et al., 2011, 2012) or transcranial magnetic reso-
nance (Amedi et al., 2003) could provide complementary data to accu-
rately establish the origin and the influence of this connectivity on
processes that involve Broca's area. It should be noted that the limited
availability of such relatively rare homogenous blind and tunnel vision
subjects prevented us from extending the protocol to include these be-
havioral tasks or other interesting experiments such as retinotopy, at
least not in this point of time. For instance, a retinotopy experiment in
RP tunnel vision subjects would allow us to design seeds of different
portions of V1 (i.e. underlying the projections of normal central and de-
prived peripheral visual field) and give an insight on the cross-modal FC
changes occurring in their brain.

We should also specify that information on disease onset is lacking
and thereforewas not used as a covariate in our analysis. Indeed, in clin-
ical practice, it is very hard to define the onset of RP because of fading
and filling-in processes that could hide scotoma for years after the dis-
ease onset (see Pessoa and De Weerd, 2003).

As previously described in the discussion, several studies support
that negative FC reflect a physiological neuronal processing (Behzadi
et al., 2007; Chai et al., 2014; Fox et al., 2005; Guerra-Carrillo et al.,
2014; Logothetis et al., 2009; Shmuel et al., 2002, 2006; Shulman
et al., 1997; Zeharia et al., 2012) and may even have a role in cases of
mental disorders (Whitfield-Gabrieli and Ford, 2012). Nevertheless,
the interpretation of the negative correlation is subject to debate
(Buckner et al., 2013). Indeed, several noise removal methods such as
global signal regressions are believed to introduce false negative
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correlations (see Murphy et al., 2009). These preprocessing methods
were not used in our study, which give us some confidence in the data
interpretation. Additionally, note that we did not record breathing or
pulse during the scan but that their frequencies were regressed out by
the bandpass filtering preprocessing step.

Conclusion

The findings presented here showed increased functional connectiv-
ity between language and visual areas, which strengthened with the
progression of RP from tunnel vision to complete blindness. The data
suggest that the changes observed between the language and the visual
areas depend on the topography of the functionally deprived regions.
These results contribute to the debate on claims concerning a sensitive
period for the development of cross-modal mechanisms between lan-
guage and visual areas, at least in the context of large-scale functional
connectivity patterns between areas.

Future studies could address (1) the functional recruitment of foveal
V1 for language processing in central visual deficits (e.g. in age macular
degeneration and Stargardt disease), (2) the behavioral counterparts of
the functional connectivity changes observed in the present study, and
their applicability to visual restoration (e.g. using retinal prosthesis)
and substitution (e.g. using sensory substitution devices) processes
(3) the functional connectivity changes of different regions (as seed)
of V1 and the rest of the brain across populations.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2016.04.056.
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